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Abstract: Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) is a large machine especially designed to construct tunnels. A new

robotic system is undergoing a development to change the cutting tools on a working cuter head of TBM

automatically. New approaches to explore robotic systems have been also taken to improve the safety and

productivity of TBM.

Aiming at the complex internal structure of cutterhead chamber, and high pressure and humidity working

environment, the design of multi-joint snake-like manipulator and the dry-wet separation post-drive method are

developed. A novel follow-the-leader path planning method for snake-like manipulator is also developed. As the

manipulator moves forward, all the sections follow the path that the tip of manipulator has passed. Operator only

need to control the direction of the distal section and the advance or retreat of the manipulator, which greatly

simplifies human-computer interaction. A virtual three-dimensional working environment is built to realize

efficient and reliable interactive control mode, reduces the difficulty of operation and improves the detection

efficiency.Some changes of these robotic systems could be also applied to other mobile construction machinery.
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